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Abstract - Process mining in industry encourages the 

professional and invention in industry raw data by 

machine learning and semantic technologies. Key 

problematic in trade businesses is drifting between 

professional and difficult to automate. In this situation, 

ontologies develop as a substantial technique for 

characterize manufacturing facts in an engine-
understandable method. This information can then be 

applied by computerized problem resolving techniques to 

configure the regulator package that synchronizes and 

controls manufacturing schemes. Also, ontology shows a 

vital role in development of generating and handling the 

knowledge. This research illustrates the design and 

development of semantic knowledge in manufacturing 

industry using protege tool. This resource description 

framework is plug-in with java and python software. 

Integration of the manufacturing ontology produce more 

effective performance in car manufacturing company to 
find the car buyer patters effectively using data mining 

techniques. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Ontology defines the shared terms, notions and an 

association between ideas used to define and shows an 

extent of knowledge. A well-formed ontology is one that is 

stated in a well-defined arrangement that has a well-

defined machine understanding. Ontology is being 

comparable to an explanation logic facts base. Ontology 
delivers the shared language for the requests that is at one 

level of concept developed data models. Automated 

reasoning model figuring that automate the facility to 

variety implications by developing a prescribed language 

in which a difficulty’s hypothesis and inference can be 

written and providing proper learning algorithms to solve 

the problem with a computer in an effective method. 

 

II. RELATED WORK 

A group of hub manufacturing models are branded 

and their semantics could be confined in prescribed logic 

based on developing and lengthening on hand standards’ 

descriptions, where potentially together with a 

manufacturing examination of the ideas required. A 

winning tentative exploration is carrying to prove the 

function of the ontology found on the interaction between 

plan ideas and modern fields products in aerospace. A hub 

group of concepts has been informally distinct in 

Manufacturing Core Concepts Ontology (MCCO) and 

these concepts are utilized as manufacturing production 
knowledge [1]. The various points of generic relationship, 

domain specific concepts are descried for MCCO. Usman 

investigated the semantic concepts called Manufacturing 

Foundation Ontology (MFO) for a company facilitates the 

company to build their own domain specific activities with 

help of rules and axioms [2]. 

The authors presented a foundational ontology for the 

modeling of production systems. They described the 

ontological knowledge as entities and temporal component 

and created meta modeling for manufacturing system 

domain [3-5]. Semantic expert system can developed with 

help of open-source ontology editing to tool called protege. 
The good product intends and production practice-based 

ontology for modern information reprocess [6-8]. 

Eventhough more associated attempts occur, lacking there 

rough, propose of product consistent and prodution process 

based ontology which leads to superior manufacturing 

embracing and knowledge reuse. Its future ontology 

influences a reputable manufacturing normal to standard 

for product design and manufacturing process. It can 

achieve by employing ontology knowledge [9-12]. 

Ontology can be applied information retrieval system. 

The automatic fuzzy ontology using distributed document 
clustering was investigated. It enhances the information 

retrieval system and applied for digital library management 

[13, 14].  The authors developed the ontology for tourism 

using social media point of interest. An ontology using 

machine learning technique of self organizing map for 
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manufacturing data for manufacturing production [15-17]. 

The authors proposed the data minining model using 

Linear classification, Decision Tree and Neutral network 

[18]. Manufacturing domain specific ontology is 

developed in.  The authors proposed an ontology which 
express the manufacturing resources as semantic manner 

[19-21]. 

III. PROPOSED CONCEPT ONTOLOGY FOR CAR 

MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES (COCMI) 

Figure 1 shows the ontology creation for the 

manufacturing industries. Thing is main class.  That means 

root class. The components of the car contain CarHeight, 

CarLength, Drive, ID, Make, Engine Type, Fueltype, 

Transmission and Classification. These fields are treated as 

main classes under the Thing. Ontology provides 

relationships between the classes. Protégé is the one of the 

auto editing tool.  

 
Fig. 1. Ontology Class Creation 

 

 
Fig. 2. Ontology Subclass Creation 

Figure 2 shows the creation of subclasses for drive, 

engine type, fuel type etc. Fule type contain gasoline, 

diesel fuel and E85. When highlighting any, protege 

illustrates whether subclass and superclass and other 

detailed description.  Figure 3 indicates that the subclass of 

fuel type when selection of Gasoline. Hence ontology 

gives automatic reasoning. 

 
Fig. 3. Reasoning Superclass and Subclass in Manufacturing 

Ontology 

Two positions are supposed to be disjoint sets if they 

have refusal element in general. consistently, two disjoint 

sets are positioning whose joints is the unfilled positions. 

For instance, {7, 8, 9} and {10, 11, 12} are disjoint sets, 

while {7, 8, 9} and {9, 10, 11} are not disjoint. In Figure 4 
subclass of All_wheel_drive is disjoint with engine type. 

 

 
Fig. 4. Disjoint Set 

 
Hierarchy of the data property shows the inferred and 

asserted hierarchies of data properties.  It is perceptible as default. 
The asserted data property hierarchy view is one of the key 

routing tools in protege editing. It is presented as a tree where 
tree nodes correspond to data properties. A child node stand for a 
data property and parent node shows the sub property in the 
hierarchy. Figure 5 shows the creation of data properties. The top 
data property is the root data properties and it comes by default. 
Next _Speed_Manual, _Speed_Automatic_Selet_Shift, 
_Speed_Automatic and _Speed_Manual are sub data properties. 

 
Fig. 5. Adding Data Properties 

 

 
Fig. 6. Adding Range and Domain for Object 

Properties 

 

Adding range and domain for data properties and 

object properties are shown in Figure 6. Process and 

production components like drilling components, 

machining components, molding and welding components 

are acts as individual as shown in Figure 7. The Figure 8, 
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Figure 9 and Figure 10 shows the created ontograf for 

manufacturing process. This design of ontology produces 

very good effect in manufacturing side. It gives the car 

good buyer pattern and increase the sales by integrated 

with data mining plug in with machine. This 
manufacturing ontology provides automatic reasoning to 

user for decision making with help of semantic knowledge.  

 

 
Fig. 7. Adding Individuals 

 

 
Fig. 8. Ontograf Part 1 

 

 
Fig. 9. Ontograf Part 2 

 

 
Fig. 10. Ontograf Part 3 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The Figure 11, Figure 12 and Figure 13 shows the 

buyer patterns using machine learning techniques as K-

means clustering with integration of manufacturing 

semantic ontology. 

 

#import libraries 

import pandas as pd 

import numpy as np 

import random as rd 

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 
 

To find out the fuel consumption production ontology 

knowledge was applied with clustering. Ontology 

knowledge with classification used for finding the useful 

customer pattern which was created using protege 

ontology editor tool. This expert knowledge gives 

relationships between the materials, clustering sub 

materials and classification data mining approach. For this 

purpose data loading pre-processing and data 

transformation were applied and the results are shown in 

Figure 11 to Figure 13.   

 
Fig. 11. Car Buyer Dataset 

data=pd.read_csv('/content/drive/MyDrive/ml 

lab/carsdataclustering.csv') 

data.head() 

 
Fig. 12. Result of Preprocessing 

 

 
Fig. 13. Appling Transformation and Applying K-Means 

Clustering 
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Table 1. Results of LR-COCMI 

Sl. 

No 
Techniques Accuracy (%) 

Current Structures 

1 Linear Regression 91.78 

2 Decision Tree 85.46 

3 Neural Network 85.88 

Proposed Classifier 

4 LR-COCMI 98.68 

 

Table 1 shows the performance of Linear Regression 

with Concept Ontology for Car Manufacturing Industries 

(LR-COCMI). Concept ontology was applied with linear 

regression classifier. It outperforms the other existing 

classifier of linear regression, decision tree and neural 
network.  User can create the automatic ontology’s for 

specific domain. It gives reasoning and relationships 

association between concept, fields and knowledge. 

Classification result of LR-COCMI is 98.68%  was 

obtained with help of ontological knowledge. 

V. CONCLUSION  

To conclude knowledge about roles and supportable 

solutions, it is in circumstance required a Hugh stage of 

aspect for function outcomes description and in invention, 

developments and resources descriptions. In this research, 

ontology was developed to improve the process and 

production in worldwide industries.  Process and 
production product protocols and design are presented.  In 

car manufacturing company buyers’ patters are analysed 

using K-means clustering. Based on the execution of 

ontological knowledge about 99% of classification 

performance was achived.  
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